
#1 Reading Flexible Education Lessons                                                         Days 1-10        

First Grade, Mrs. Felder                                       March 23- April 3, 2020                                                                                                                     
 

#1 Lessons DUE no later than April 20, 2020.                 

 

Day 

1. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 2 and 3, three times each 

or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-read 

missed words until fluency achieved. 

 

2. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 4 and 5, three times each 

or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-read 

missed words until fluency achieved. 

 

3. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 6 and 7, three times each 

or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-read 

missed words until fluency achieved. 

 

4. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 8 and 9, three times each 

or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-read 

missed words until fluency achieved. 

 

5. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 10 and 11, three times 

each or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-

read missed words until fluency achieved. 

 

6. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 12 and 13, three times 

each or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-

read missed words until fluency achieved. 

 



7. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 14 and 15, three times 

each or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-

read missed words until fluency achieved. 

 

8. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 16 and 17, three times 

each or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-

read missed words until fluency achieved. 

 

9. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 18 and 19, three times 

each or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-

read missed words until fluency achieved. 

 

10. Read for Fluency- Saxon Sight words list 2 and 3, three times each 

or until student reads each word in less than 3 seconds. Re-read 

missed words until fluency achieved. 

Every day please have your student reading and color in the 

shamrocks on the attached page for every book they finished. 

 Choose a day to write about the butterfly life cycle. We work hard 

to include other subjects with our RLA lessons. This is a writing 

component that will spiral with our current science lesson. 

Choose days to complete the attached work pages. 

Thank you for all you are doing to keep our students healthy and to 

continue meeting academic goals. 

Sincerely, 

N.E.S. First Grade Teachers 


